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9 October 2021 

     

Dear Tori, 
I'll start with a big thank you for your prayers and support. The past few months have been very
stretching and at times very difficult and, while in some ways those challenges are all still here, maybe
we're a bit more level and able to breathe now. I did say we'd write a more detailed letter this time but
I want to send this today. With much love and thanks,  
Jonathan, Dawn, Joel, Hannah, Esther & Ruth (photo below taken at a brief end-of-summer camp)  

We managed the house move - just about. It was pretty much as stressful as we anticipated, but we

were able to get our beds ready to sleep in on our first night (27 August) and then have two weeks with
Joel before he and I went to England to get him to Nottingham University. It was all a bit of a whirlwind

- the boxes, the chaos, the lack of internet and phone for weeks, a problem with my driving licence
which meant no hire car in England but trains everywhere (worked out fine in the end), and the

emotional wrench of leaving our eldest at uni...we weren't prepared for that at all. Joel was fine of
course...time to go now dad...It brought back all sorts of memories of my first days at Birmingham and

was a very strange experience indeed. Anyway: all that means we are now one child down here, mostly
done with the unpacking into the new house (which instantly felt like home), enjoying our new

surroundings, but very aware that Joel is starting out somewhere new and longing that he will make
good choices, thrive, and enjoy these significant years in Nottingham. Would you please pray for all

these adjustments? For us settling here - new neighbours and neighbourhood, no Joel, big work
challenges ahead - and for Joel at university - church and CU choices, new friends, independence,

financial responsibility, good study habits and so on. Thank you!
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 Both our parents have health issues that we're mindful of. My dad has been struggling with his

movement the past few months. The doctors are looking into it and support services are helping
dad and Pam to make adjustments to the house to make living safer and easier, but this is a

concern for them and for us. Please pray for grace and patience and wisdom as they work out
what's going on more fully, and as they make the necessary adjustments. 

Dawn's mum had surgery yesterday for a cancerous lump to be removed and is recovering at
home (Dawn is with her for the next four days to help) so that needs monitoring. The prognosis is

positive. We're not sure if this will affect Honor's plans to visit us at Christmas but we hope it will
be fine. We're reminded that our daily breath is not in our hands: please pray for creaturely

humility for all of us, and the desire to make the most of the opportunities we have while we
have them! This is an Ecclesiastes-style reflection - we're encouraged to enjoy what can while we

can, not because it's all there is, but because it's what there is (for the moment)!

it was really tough to get our annual conference up and running because we weren't sure if we were

allowed to do anything gathered. But the staff team made a decision for 1-3 October and managed to

make it happen, four hours north of Athens. I thought we'd do well to get 30 students together but in the

end we had to cap the numbers at 65! Very encouraging response and very encouraging contact with a

very friendly, enthusiastic group. A good few opportunities emerged from the weekend which we'll write

about in due course. It was quite clear that we are going to be more stretched this year with our staff

team down in numbers from last year: please pray for our response to this, and that we'll find good new

people to join the team during this year. It's always a challenge to find people for this kind of work (for all

sorts of reasons: culture, finance, availability, job security and so on). We really need the Lord's help and

provision and his people. But we're so encouraged by the conference itself, despite the chaos and strain

and the many things we were not able to do... please pray for this important post-lockdown autumn term.

There is appetite and opportunity and need amongst our students! 

I'll stop there. There's much more to write about but I need to wake the girls, shop, make pancakes

(maybe the girls should do that), have a friend over to eat the pancakes with us, play frisbee, then put
more shelves up. Then it's into a normal week of school, dentists, seeing individual students, planning

an opening Athens-wide student welcome event (Tuesday 19th), and looking forward to Dawn coming
back on Wednesday. Dawn is also flying to England for half term with the girls, and I've got a fun trip to

the north of Greece which I'll tell you about next letter! Thank you for reading and praying!
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